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Hi, I’m Nikki.

- 🏐🏖
- 🍷🍺
- 🐶🐶
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How does 
           work?

Sensu is the original monitoring event pipeline.

Events

Sensu Event Pipeline

Filter Transform Handler
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How does 
Sensu Inc operate?
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Building software is easy.
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Building software is easy.
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Building software is easy.
Shipping software is hard.
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Releases should be simple, 
reliable, and reproducible.
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Releases were complex, 
chaotic, and inconsistent.
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Some of it was bad.
Some of it was funny.
Deadlines are a real thing.
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Humble beginnings.
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Clustering []
● Agents will reconnect to a different backend if its backend becomes 

unavailable
● Cluster members can be removed from the cluster
● Cluster members can be added to the cluster
● Check scheduling works as expected
● Ad-hoc check scheduling works as expected
● Round-robin scheduling works as expected
● Losing n/2-1 members of the cluster does not interrupt service
● sensuctl cluster health
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https://docs.google.com/file/d/1agjWEdd1k-_5E3TXJV69Hlhz3LCI97LG/preview


#1: Eliminate bias by adding 
instruction.
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Clustering [Nikki]
● Agents will reconnect to a different backend if its backend becomes unavailable

○ ssh into backend-2
○ On backend-2, identify an agent registered with this backend

■  journalctl -u sensu-backend -f|grep keepalive
○ Stop backend-2 

■ sudo systemctl stop sensu-backend
○ Wait 1-2 minutes and check if this agent recently sent a keepalive 

■ sensuctl entity info {AGENT_ID} --organization ops --environment dev
● Cluster members can be removed from the cluster

○ Identify the ID of backend-2
■ sensuctl cluster member-list

○ Remove the member
■ sensuctl cluster member-remove {ID}

● Cluster members can be added to the cluster
○ ssh into backend-2
○ Delete the state-dir

■ sudo rm -rf /var/lib/sensu/etcd
○ Modify the backend config to replace the existing value of etcd-initial-cluster-state to existing 

■ sudo vi /etc/sensu/backend.yml
○ Re-add backend-2 to the cluster

■ sensuctl cluster member-add backend-2 https://{BACKEND2_IP}:2380
○ Start back sensu-backend

■ sudo systemctl start sensu-backend
● Check scheduling works as expected
● Ad-hoc check scheduling works as expected
● Round-robin scheduling works as expected
● Losing n/2-1 members of the cluster does not interrupt service
● sensuctl cluster health (existing bug: https://github.com/sensu/sensu-go/issues/1964)
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Clustering [UNOWNED]
1. Agents will reconnect to a dionfig to replace the existing value of 

etcd-initial-cluster-state to existing 
i. sudo vi /etc/sensu/backend.yml

b. Re-add backend-2 to the cluster
i. sensuctl cluster member-add backend-2 

https://{BACKEND2_IP}:2380
c. Start back sensu-backfferent backend if its backend becomes 

unavailable
i. ssh into backend-2
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#2: Define acceptance 
criteria.
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Resource Feature Function Description Test Commands/Instructions Acceptance Criteria
Pass
Fail

Known 
Issues

Compl
eted by

Clustering

sensuctl

health
A user can get 
cluster health using 
sensuctl. sensuctl cluster health

Command executes 
successfully. The cluster health 
status of 3 cluster members is 
displayed. pass Nikki

member-
add

A user can add a 
member to a cluster 
using sensuctl.

sensuctl cluster member-add 
backend-3 https://10.0.0.1:2380
sensuctl cluster member-list

Commands execute 
successfully. The cluster 
member backend-3 is displayed 
in the list. pass Nikki

member-l
ist

A user can list all 
members in a cluster 
using sensuctl. sensuctl cluster member-list

Command executes 
successfully. All cluster 
members are displayed in the 
list. pass Nikki

member-
update

A user can update a 
member in a cluster 
using sensuctl.

sensuctl cluster member-update [id 
of backend-3] https://10.0.0.2:2380
sensuctl cluster member-list

Commands execute 
successfully. The cluster 
member backend-3 is displayed 
in the list with the updated 
fields. pass Nikki

member-
remove

A user can remove a 
member in a cluster 
using sensuctl.

sensuctl cluster member-remove [id 
of backend-3]
sensuctl cluster member-list

Commands execute 
successfully. The cluster 
member backend-3 is no longer 
displayed in the list. pass Nikki

etcd external
A backend can serve 
as an etcd client and 
connect to an 
external etcd cluster.

sudo service sensu-backend status 
(on staging-backend-3)
sensuctl event list (on 
staging-backend-3)

All commands execute 
successfully. Backend logs 
successful start up (no panic). 
External client can access 
events from the cluster. pass Nikki
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#3: Automate, but don’t 
over-automate.
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Smoke tests. Vape tests.
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describe package('sensu-go-backend') do

 it { should be_installed }

end

describe service('sensu-backend') do

 it { should be_running }

end

describe port(3000) do

 it { should be_listening }

end

describe port(8080) do

 it { should be_listening }
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#4: Implement test case 
management.
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describe package('sensu-go-backend'), testrail_id: 479 do

 it { should be_installed }

end

describe service('sensu-backend'), testrail_id: 481 do

 it { should be_running }

end

describe port(3000), testrail_id: 482 do

 it { should be_listening }

end

describe port(8080), testrail_id: 483 do

 it { should be_listening }

end





#5: Hire employees with 
diverse experience.
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#1: Eliminate bias by adding 
instruction.
#2: Define acceptance criteria.
#3: Automate, but don’t 
over-automate.
#4: Implement test case 
management.
#5: Hire employees with 
diverse experience.
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Tests fail when an assertion in 
our code breaks.



Tests fail when an assertion in 
our code breaks.

Monitoring detects and alerts 
us when our system breaks.
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monitoring

testing breakage
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monitoring

testing breakage

systems/infrastructure

code/product
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monitoring

testing breakage

systems/infrastructure

code/product

state
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bonsai.sensu.io/assets/nikkixdev/sensu-serverspec-events

github.com/nikkixdev/sensu-serverspec-events
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Stop! Demo time!
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https://docs.google.com/file/d/1eOv0QERtqqMgFmm1jOC-nwFRZmEfvlh8/preview
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https://docs.google.com/file/d/13uPor7qQEQk7qUgS0v-CqlWRINRCeb17/preview
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test case management systems
vs.
monitoring solutions



More than tripled initial test 
coverage.

Decreased test execution time 
by ~66%.
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Decreased complexity by a lot.

Increased reliability by a lot.



ntrs.nasa.gov

Fixing an issue at the beginning 
is between 10 and 50 times 
cheaper than leaving it until 
the testing phase is done.
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Questions?
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